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Understanding the influence of surface roughness on drag forces remains a significant
challenge in fluid dynamics. This paper presents a convolutional neural network (CNN)
that predicts drag solely by the topography of rough surfaces and is capable of discovering
spatial patterns linked to drag-inducing structures. A CNN model was developed to
analyze spatial information from the topography of a rough surface and predict the
roughness function, ∆U+, obtained from direct numerical simulation. This model enables
the prediction of drag from rough surface data alone, which was not possible with previous
methods owing to the large number of surface-derived parameters. Additionally, the
retention of spatial information by the model enables the creation of a feature map
that accentuates critical areas for drag prediction on rough surfaces. By interpreting the
feature maps, we show that the developed CNN model is able to discover spatial patterns
associated with drag distributions across rough surfaces, even without a direct training
on drag distribution data. The analysis of the feature map indicates that, even without
flow field information, the CNN model extracts the importance of the flow-directional
slope and height of roughness elements as key factors in inducing pressure drag. This
study demonstrates that CNN-based drag prediction is grounded in physical principles
of fluid dynamics, underscoring the utility of CNNs in both predicting and understanding
drag on rough surfaces.

Key words: Authors should not enter keywords on the manuscript, as these must
be chosen by the author during the online submission process and will then be added
during the typesetting process (see http://journals.cambridge.org/data/relatedlink/jfm-
keywords.png for the full list)

1. Introduction

The interaction between surface roughness and fluid flow is critical, particularly in
scenarios involving turbulent flows. In these flows, the roughness elements of the surface
can influence the smallest eddies near the wall, often resulting in increased drag. As
heightened drag impedes the optimal functioning of various systems, including turbines,
vehicles, and pipelines, the precise prediction of turbulent drag on rough surfaces is
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crucial. While the increased drag from roughness can be determined from direct numerical
simulations (DNSs) or experiments (e.g. towing tanks), these methods are not sustainable
for drag prediction (Chung et al. 2021). Indeed, capturing the full nonlinear interaction
between irregular roughness structures and turbulent flows may not be necessary for an
accurate and reliable drag prediction.

The majority of prior studies, including those by Chan et al. (2015), Thakkar &
Busse (2017), Forooghi et al. (2017), and Flack & Schultz (2020a), developed empirical
relations that establish a correlation between drag and statistical surface parameters,
such as skewness, effective slope and mean roughness height. Although these models
present a good fit of the empirical data which they were developed for, they often
poorly predict the drag of surfaces of different roughness types. The topographic data
of rough surfaces, typically represented by two-dimensional height-map, could not be
directly used in the empirical models owing to their large size. Instead, the surfaces
had to be parameterized by statistical means, which does not capture all the spatial
details of the surface topography. In addition, statistical parameterization complicates
the identification of structural patterns on rough surfaces relevant to drag and reduces
the physical interpretability of the predictive model.

A second aspect is related to the modelling approach itself, since the accuracy of
predictions depends significantly on capacity of the models. Recent developments have
used artificial neural networks (ANNs), which are adept at managing complex, nonlinear
problems. Studies by Jouybari et al. (2021) and Lee et al. (2022) have demonstrated
the potential of fully connected networks (FCNs) in predicting drag on rough surfaces.
Nonetheless, these models still depend on the statistical parameters of surface topogra-
phy, which limits their ability to use the actual rough surface as an input. Consequently,
this study aims to overcome these obstacles by directly employing surface topography for
drag prediction using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), focusing not on predictive
accuracy but on the methodology itself. Given their ability to recognize spatial patterns,
CNNs have been applied in various fluid engineering research areas (Lee 2019; Murata
& Fukami 2020; Morimoto et al. 2021; Santos et al. 2020; Deo 2022).

In this study, we developed a CNN model, trained on a DNS dataset of turbulent flows
over both isotropic and anisotropic rough surfaces, to predict the roughness function
(∆U+). This function represents the difference in the mean velocity profiles between
smooth- and rough-wall turbulence within the log layer (Hama 1954; Clauser 1954). We
observed that the prediction of the roughness function is based on the physical mechanism
by which drag is induced on rough surfaces. Although our CNN model was trained
to predict the scalar quantity ∆U+ without information about turbulent flow, it can
produce feature maps that closely resemble the drag force distribution obtained through
DNS. These three-dimensional matrix outputs, resulting from nonlinear operations on
rough surface inputs, illustrate the correlation between surface topography and drag.
By comparing these outputs with drag-force distribution maps obtained from DNS and
examining different aspects of rough surface topography, we have ascertained that the
CNN model predicts ∆U+ by focusing on specific topographical features of surfaces that
significantly influence the pressure drag.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the dataset of
rough surfaces acquired through DNS, and Section 3 outlines the architecture of our CNN
model. Section 4 presents the training outcomes and analyzes the ability of the CNN to
identify spatial patterns associated with drag distributions, along with its limitations.
Section 5 provides concluding observations and directions for future studies.
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2. Rough surface dataset

This section describes the methodologies employed to create rough surface topogra-
phies and their corresponding DNS datasets, which are essential for training CNNs. It
consists of two subsections: (1) the creation of rough surfaces, and (2) the computational
specifics of DNS.

2.1. Generation of rough surface topographies

The rough surfaces created in this study are classified based on the topographic metrics
of skewness (skw) and effective slope for both streamwise (ESx) and spanwise (ESz)
orientations. The definitions of these topographic indicators are as follows:

skw =
1

At

∫
x,z

(k − kavg)
3dA/k3rms, (2.1)

ESx =
1

At

∫
x,z

∣∣∣∣∂k∂x
∣∣∣∣dA, (2.2)

ESz =
1

At

∫
x,z

∣∣∣∣∂k∂z
∣∣∣∣dA. (2.3)

Here, x, y, and z represent the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions, re-
spectively. Moreover, k is the distribution of roughness height and At denotes the
total roughness plan area. Finally, kavg and krms are defined as A−1

t

∫
x,z

k dA and√
A−1

t

∫
x,z

(k − kavg)2dA, respectively.

First, isotropic rough surfaces were generated featuring approximately equal values
of ESx and ESz. Three categories of isotropic surfaces were generated: (i) Gaussian
(zero-skw), (ii) positive-skw, and (iii) negative-skw rough surfaces. These surfaces are
distinguished based on their skw value, which reflects the asymmetry in the distribution
of k. Gaussian rough surfaces (SGauss) have a Gaussian distribution of k, leading to an
evenly balanced distribution of peaks and valleys and a skw value of zero. Positive-skw
rough surfaces (Spos) consist of planes and peaks, resulting in positive skw values. In
contrast, negative-skw rough surfaces (Sneg) are characterized by planes and pits and
yield negative skw values. In figure 1, ESx is the same as ESz for all surfaces, with the
SGauss sample indicating that skw equals zero, whereas the Spos and Sneg samples differ.
These isotropic surfaces were created using the Fourier-filtering algorithm and the code
developed by Jacobs & Junge (2017).
Second, we generated anisotropic rough surfaces, which – unlike isotropic surfaces

– exhibit directionality, leading to differences between ESx and ESz. To create these
surfaces, we employed the multiscale anisotropic rough surface algorithm developed
by Jelly (2019). We produced (i) ESx-dominant anisotropic rough surfaces (SESx) and
(ii) ESz-dominant anisotropic rough surfaces (SESz ). In figure 2, the SESx sample shows
larger ESx values compared with ESz, leading to wave-like patterns in the streamwise
direction. Conversely, the SESz

sample has larger ESz values than ESx, resulting in
wave-like patterns in the spanwise direction. The skewness (skw) of both surfaces is
zero.
Each surface type consists of 135 surfaces, which were doubled through the augmen-

tation method described in Appendix C, yielding 270 surfaces. In addition, we added
162 hydrodynamically smooth surfaces, as detailed in Appendix C. The surfaces were
subsequently divided into datasets: 60% for training, 20% for validation, and 20% for
testing, as detailed in Appendix C.
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Figure 1: Visualization of (a) SGauss, (b) Spos, and (c) Sneg in 3D (upper row) and 2D
(lower row).

Figure 2: Visualization of (a) SESx and (b) SESz in 3D (upper row) and 2D (lower row).

2.2. Direct numerical simulations

We developed a dataset of rough-wall turbulence in both the transitionally and fully
rough regimes by solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, as follows:

∇ · u = 0 (2.4)

∂u

∂t
+∇ · (uu) = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u− 1

ρ
Pxex + fIBM (2.5)

where u = (u, v, w)⊺ is the velocity vector, and Px is the mean pressure gradient and ex
the streamwise unit vector. Px is added as a constant source term to the momentum
equation to drive the flow in the channel. p denotes the pressure fluctuations, ex
denotes the streamwise basis vector, ρ denotes the density (set to 1 in this study),
ν denotes the kinematic viscosity, and fIBM denotes the body-force term introduced
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by the immersed boundary method (IBM) to enforce the no-slip and no-penetration
conditions on the rough surfaces (Kajishima et al. 2001). For solving these equations,
we used the open-source GPU-accelerated solver CaNS (Costa et al. 2021). This solver
is spatially second-order accurate and employs a fast Poisson solver, and temporally
integrates the Navier-Stokes equations using a three-step Runge–Kutta scheme as part
of a fractional-step algorithm (Kim 1985). We adopted a minimal channel approach to
minimize computational expenses while ensuring accurate results for ∆U+ (Chung et al.
2015). The simulations in the minimal-channel rough-wall DNS were conducted at a
friction Reynolds number Reτ = uτδ/ν = 500, where δ represents the channel half-
height, and uτ represents the friction velocity. Periodic boundary conditions were used
along the x- and z-directions, with a Dirichlet boundary condition along the y-direction.
The domain dimensions Lx, Lz, and Ly were set to 2.4δ, 2.0δ, and 0.8δ, respectively.
The numbers of grid points in the x- (Nx) and z- (Nz) directions were fixed at 302
and 102, respectively, with the grid spacings in the x- and z-directions in the viscous
scale (∆x+ and ∆z+) being 4.192 and 4.137, respectively. The superscript + indicates
normalization by the viscous scale δν = ν/uτ . In the y-direction, the grid was stretched
using the hyperbolic tangent function with a minimum y+ value ≈ 0.5. These grid sizes
are confirmed by the grid convergence tests described in Appendix A to ensure sufficient
accuracy.
The DNS results were used to obtain ∆U+, following the methodology described

by Yang et al. (2022).
The logarithmic mean velocity profile, U+, is expressed as:

U+
R =

1

κ
ln(y+) +A+∆U+ = U+

S +∆U+, (2.6)

where κ ≈ 0.4 and A is the von Kármán constant and log-law intercept for a smooth
surface (approximately 5.0). The subscripts S and R denote smooth and rough surface
quantities, respectively. The function ∆U+ depends on both the roughness topography
and the roughness size, k+. The latter is defined as:

k+ =
k

δν
=

kuτ

ν
. (2.7)

We determine ∆U+ = U+
R − U+

S at a designated reference point of y+ = 200, as
depicted in figure 3, where ∆U+ achieves a fixed value. A positive ∆U+ indicates a
momentum loss attributable to surface roughness, whereas a negative value indicates
a momentum gain. Thus, ∆U+ serves as an indicator for drag resulting from surface
roughness. Accordingly, our CNN model was trained to predict ∆U+.
Using DNS, we investigated the relationship between the topographical characteristics

of rough surfaces and ∆U+ across different surface types. Figure 4(a) shows the dis-
tribution of each surface as a function of ESx and ESz. It is clear that the isotropic
surfaces (SGauss, Spos, Sneg) discussed earlier are distributed on the line ESx = ESz.
Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of ∆U+ relative to the ESx values of the surfaces,
revealing a positive correlation between an increase in ESx and a corresponding rise
in ∆U+. A notable exception is Sneg. The mechanism of drag generation on the Sneg

surface is distinct from that on other surfaces; consequently, we analyze the case of Sneg

separately in a section 4.4. Figure 4(c) shows that ESz is positively correlated with
∆U+ for Spos, SGauss, and SESx

, mirroring the trend observed between ESx and ∆U+.
However, variations in ESz do not significantly affect ∆U+. This is attributed to the
fact that an increase in ESz typically results in an increase in ESx for SGauss, Spos,
and SESx

, but not for SESz
. In the case of Sneg, an increase in ESz exerts a negligible
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Figure 3: U+
S , U+

R , and ∆U+ of the SGauss sample.

influence. Thus, these findings underscore that an enhancement in ESx generally leads
to an increase in ∆U+. This relationship is due to ESx being directly proportional to
twice the value of frontal solidity (λf ), a measure reflecting the area exposed to pressure
drag (Chung et al. 2021). Finally, figure 4(d) illustrates the distribution of ∆U+ relative
to the skw values of the surfaces. Notably, Sneg shows significantly lower ∆U+, ranging
between 1 and 2, in contrast to the typical range of 3–8 observed for most surfaces.
Our aim is not only to predict ∆U+ but also to demonstrate that our model trained to

predict ∆U+ learns the dominant drag-inducing mechanisms. We extracted drag maps
from DNS to provide a detailed visual representation of drag force distribution on the
rough surface. Figure 5 shows an example of a DNS-derived drag map, fx, where fx is
the streamwise component of the wall-integrated mean IBM force,

(fx, fy, fz)
⊺ = − 1

T

∫ H

0

∫ T

0

fIBM(x, y, z, t)dtdy. (2.8)

The negative sign indicates that the forces act in the opposite direction of the flow. An
overall increase in the magnitude of fx signifies a loss of the streamwise momentum,
correlating with an increase in ∆U+. From in figure 5, we note that the regions where
the roughness significantly contribute to drag are spanwise elongated.
These DNS drag maps provide a means for both quantitative and qualitative evalua-

tions in comparison with the feature maps produced by the CNN model. This comparison
enhances our understanding of the effectiveness of the model and the physical phenomena
it encapsulates. To assess the ability of the CNN to accurately reflect the physics across
different rough surface types, we obtained DNS drag maps for three samples from each
rough surface category, which were not used in training the model (SGauss,i, Spos,i, Sneg,i,
SESx,i, and SESz,i, where i = 1, 2, 3).

3. CNN architecture

In contrast to FCNs used in previous studies (Lee et al. 2022; Jouybari et al. 2021),
CNNs can process high-dimensional data for training without omitting the spatial infor-
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Figure 4: (a) Correlation between ESx and ESz for different rough surfaces. (b)
Correlation between ESx and ∆U+ for each surface. (c) Correlation between ESz and
∆U+ for each surface; the linear regression for each cluster is denoted by its lines in (b)
and (c). (d) Correlation between skw and ∆U+ for different rough surfaces

Figure 5: Visualization of fx corresponding to the rough surface in figure 1 (a).
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mation contained within, owing to convolutional operations. In this study, we developed
a deep neural network based on the CNN framework to preserve the spatial information
of rough surfaces and directly utilize it as input.
Figure 6 shows the detailed CNN model architecture used in this study. Regarding the

structure of the model, this section will focus on two architectural elements introduced
specifically to deal with rough surfaces: periodic boundary conditions and a parallel
structure. For additional information on other structural features of the model, refer
to Appendix B. Moreover, the CNN model was trained using training and validation
datasets, and its hyperparameters were finetuned through Bayesian optimization, as
detailed in Appendix D.
Since zero values exist at the edges of the surface data due to the traditional zero-

padding method, which differs from the DNS condition, we used periodic boundary
padding to preserve dimensionality during convolution operations and to mimic the
periodic boundary conditions observed in the DNS, specifically along the x- and z-
directions. This technique expands the input feature map along the x- and z-axes, thus
maintaining the cyclic nature of the boundaries in alignment with the DNS. Figure 7
shows a comparison between this padding approach and the traditional zero-padding
method using an example.
Given that rough surfaces consist of roughness elements of various scales, these ele-

ments need to be considered in predicting drag. In this context, the parallel structure
of our CNN is designed to detect roughness elements at various scales. Applying the
inception module introduced by Szegedy et al. (2015), our CNN model utilizes a range of
kernel sizes from 3×3 to 11×11, corresponding to the grid sizes. This diversity facilitates
the detection of surface features at multiple scales. As depicted in figure 6, toward the
end of the CNN, feature maps from different kernels within the parallel structure were
merged. This was followed by a convolution with a 1× 1 kernel employing a single filter,
a process that combines the features while maintaining the original input dimensions.
Subsequently, a comprehensive CNN feature map was produced. This map was subject
to global average pooling (GAP), generating a scalar value representative of ∆U+.

4. Evaluation of prediction performance and physics learnability

Next, we evaluate the trained CNN model from two perspectives: its accuracy in
predicting ∆U+, and its ability to capture the mechanisms of drag induced on rough
surfaces. The latter entails generating feature maps that that can be gauged against the
drag force distributions of the DNS drag maps. As the topographical, CNN feature, and
DNS drag maps depict distributions of k+, ∆U+, and fx, respectively, we standardized
each map using the following equation:

m̃ =
m − µ

σ
, (4.1)

where m̃ represents the standardized form of a given map (m), which is a two-dimensional
matrix, µ is the mean of m, and σ is the standard deviation of m.

4.1. ∆U+ prediction performance of the CNN model

The evaluation of the predictive accuracy of the model for ∆U+ is quantified using
the mean absolute error (MAE) and the coefficient of determination (R2). The MAE is
defined as follows:

MAE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|yi − ỹi| , (4.2)
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Figure 6: Illustration of CNN architecture utilized in this study.
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Figure 7: (a) and (b) Original feature map in blue: (a) zero padding areas (in red), (b)
domain expanded via periodic padding (in yellow).

MAE MAPE(%) Max.AE
SGauss 0.111 1.797 0.407
Spos 0.128 2.698 0.372
Sneg 0.062 4.075 0.229
SESx 0.149 2.431 0.579
SESz 0.145 1.961 0.433

Table 1: MAE, MAPE, and maximum absolute error (Max.AE) of the ∆U+ prediction
by the CNN model for each surface type in the test dataset.

where N represents the number of samples in the test dataset, yi is the actual ∆U+, and
ỹi is the ∆U+ predicted by the CNN model. The R2 metric is defined as

R2 = 1−

N∑
i=1

(yi − ỹi)
2

N∑
i=1

(yi − y)2
, (4.3)

where y is the average of the actual ∆U+. Lower MAE values indicate an improved
predictive accuracy. An R2 value close to 1 signifies high precision, whereas a value close
to 0 indicates lower reliability. The average prediction accuracy across all the surface types
was 0.108 in terms of the MAE and 0.996 in terms of R2. Additionally, the prediction
accuracy for each type of surface is detailed in table 1. In this table, we used the mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) to indicate the accuracy for each surface type. The
MAPE is defined as

MAPE(%) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|yi − ỹi|
yi

× 100, (4.4)

According to the table 1, all the surface types demonstrated a comparable prediction
accuracy. However, Sneg showed larger errors compared with the other types of surfaces.
The reasons for the larger errors specifically in predicting drag on Sneg are discussed in
Section 4.4. The ability of the CNN model to capture drag generation factors for various
surface types and generate feature maps resembling their drag distribution is validated
and analyzed in Sections 4.2 to 4.3.
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4.2. Assessment of physics learnability through feature map analysis

This section evaluates the ability of the CNN model to capture the main physics of
drag inducement across four different surface types (SGauss, Spos, SESx

, and SESz
). These

surface type demonstrate a comparable predictive performance (table 1). As DNS drag
maps originate from solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations, a CNN feature map that
closely resembles the DNS drag map suggests that the CNN model effectively captures the
mechanisms of drag generation on rough surfaces. Therefore, we evaluated the similarity
between the CNN feature maps and the DNS drag maps.
To evaluate the similarity between the CNN feature maps and the DNS drag maps,

or between the CNN feature maps and the topographical maps, we calculated the root
mean squared error (RMSE) and structural similarity index measure (SSIM). The RMSE
is defined as

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

NxNz

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

(ai,j − bi,j)2, (4.5)

where ai,j and bi,j represent arbitrary maps. These could be any two among a CNN
map, a DNS drag map, or a topographical map.
The SSIM was originally a method for comparing the similarity between two images,

devised by Wang et al. (2004). The method evaluates the similarity based on three
components of the image: luminance (l), contrast (c), and structure (s). In this study,
these components are interpreted as follows: (i) l represents regions of higher or lower
map values, (ii) c denotes areas with significant variations in map values, and (iii) s
evaluates the spatial arrangement of map values, corresponding to the organization of
patterns across the map. The SSIM is defined as:

l(ai,j ,bi,j) =
2µai,j

µbi,j + c1

µ2
ai,j

+ µ2
bi,j

+ c1
, (4.6)

c(ai,j ,bi,j) =
2σai,jσbi,j + c2

σ2
ai,j

+ σ2
bi,j

+ c2
, (4.7)

s(ai,j ,bi,j) =
σai,jbi,j + c3

σai,j
σbi,j + c3

, (4.8)

where

µai,j
=

1

NxNz

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

ai,j , (4.9)

µbi,j =
1

NxNz

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

bi,j , (4.10)

σ2
ai,j

=
1

NxNz

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

(ai,j − µai,j
)2, (4.11)

σ2
bi,j =

1

NxNz

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

(bi,j − µbi,j )
2, (4.12)

σai,jbi,j =
1

NxNz(NxNz − 1)

Nx∑
i=1

Nz∑
j=1

(ai,j − µai,j
)(bi,j − µbi,j ). (4.13)
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Figure 8: Comparison of maps for each surface type: (a) SGauss,1, (b) Spos,1, (c) SESx,1,
and (d) SESz,1.

Here, c1 = (k1L)
2, c2 = (k2L)

2, and c3 = c2/2 with k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03, and L
is defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum values among ai,j and
bi,j . The overall SSIM index was computed as the product of these three components:

SSIM(ai,j ,bi,j) = l(ai,j ,bi,j)
α · c(ai,j ,bi,j)

β · s(ai,j ,bi,j)
γ , (4.14)

where the weights α, β, and γ are all 1. A SSIM value close to 1 indicates a high degree
of similarity between the maps. This measure is crucial in evaluating how effectively the
CNN model has captured and replicated the drag-inducing physics of the rough surfaces
in the DNS.
Figure 8 displays sample topographical, DNS drag, and CNN feature maps from SGauss,

Spos, SESx , and SESz . The RMSE and SSIM values between these maps are listed in
table 2. According to the table, the SSIM between the CNN feature maps and the DNS
drag maps is higher than that between the CNN feature maps and the topographical
maps, consistent with the lower RMSE. This indicates that the CNN feature maps
resemble the DNS drag maps more closely than they do the topographical maps. Building
on this assessment, we investigated the high-intensity patterns in the CNN feature maps
and DNS drag maps. Figure 8 reveals elongated, spanwise high-intensity patterns in
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SGauss Spos SESx SESz

MAPE (%) 1.220 1.907 2.003 3.090
SSIM (CNN-DNS) 0.490 0.594 0.474 0.410
RMSE (CNN-DNS) 0.813 0.766 0.789 0.874
SSIM (CNN-Topo) 0.148 0.411 0.229 0.173
RMSE (CNN-Topo) 0.987 0.793 0.865 0.968

Table 2: MAPE of ∆U+ prediction, SSIM, and RMSE averaged over samples of each
surface type.

the CNN feature maps, similar to those in the DNS drag maps. The pattern is also
similar to the area distribution of roughness elements facing the flow in the corresponding
topographical map, particularly visible in figure 8(b). This provides significant evidence of
the ability of the CNN to predict drag, considering that the mechanism of drag induction
on rough surfaces and the effective slope in the x-direction predominantly influence the
pressure drag. Additionally, it demonstrates that the CNN model learned to determine
the flow direction without being provided with any flow-related information.
To analyze these patterns further, we visualized the DNS drag maps and CNN feature

maps in three dimensions (see figure 9). The DNS drag maps in figure 9 reveal a
distinct concentration of f̃x on positive slopes when viewed in the direction of the
flow. This is particularly evident for roughness elements with positive slopes and heights
exceeding the mean surface level, where the pressure drag is more pronounced than the
viscous drag (Napoli & Armenio 2008). Conversely, the drag distribution observed in
the opposite direction shows lower concentrations, attributable to the reduced presence
of f̃x. Similarly, the CNN feature maps in figure 9 effectively reflect this distribution,
focusing on the wall-normal structures similar to the DNS drag maps. The model
highlights the force disparity between the flow and counterflow directions. This alignment
underscores the capability of our model to capture the topographical features critical
to predicting ∆U+, demonstrating its ability to recognize spatial patterns in surface
structures that predominantly induce pressure drag, even without information about the
drag distribution or turbulent flow.
However, there are notable discrepancies in the drag force distributions on the planes

of the CNN feature maps compared with those of the DNS drag maps. Generally, the
plane areas of the CNN feature maps of figure 9 display lower values compared with
those of the DNS drag maps. These divergences highlight the limitations of the CNN
model in accurately predicting drag distributions for components beyond pressure drag.
Additionally, the CNN model struggles to capture areas that are sheltered behind other
roughness peaks and experience negligible local drag force, referred to as shadowed
areas (Yang et al. 2022). Figure 10 shows the line graphs of the DNS drag map, CNN
feature map, and topographical map at z+ = 23.5, where the highest peak in the
topographical map for Spos,2 is located. Boxes (a), (b), and (c) in the figure illustrate
a reduction in local drag in the shadowed areas in the DNS drag map, whereas this
reduction is either absent or less pronounced in the CNN feature map. This suggests that
the model has not completely accounted for the physics associated with the shadowed
areas.
In addition, we analyzed the three maps (topographical, CNN feature, and DNS drag

maps) of each surface sample in the wavenumber domain. This analysis aims to compare
the scale of the dominant spatial patterns in each map. First, we calculated the spanwise-
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Figure 9: Visualization of the DNS drag map and CNN feature map in 3D, with panels
(a) to (d) corresponding to surfaces SGauss,1, Spos,1, SESx,1, SESz,1, respectively.
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Figure 10: DNS drag map and topographical map (upper row) and CNN feature map and
topographical map (lower row) at z+ = 23.5 for Spos,2. Boxes (a), (b), and (c) highlight
the zones where neighboring peak structures in the front create prominent shadowed
areas behind them.

SGauss Spos SESx SESz

CNN-DNS 6.518 7.303 7.798 7.112
CNN-Topo 13.184 10.137 11.980 10.219

Table 3: Average ED of k+x Φ between the DNS drag maps and the CNN feature maps
(top) and the topographical maps and the CNN feature maps (bottom) of three samples.

averaged premultiplied power spectral density (PSD), denoted by k+x Φ. We assessed
the similarity of k+x Φ between the topographical, CNN feature, and DNS drag maps.
The similarity between two different k+x Φ (i.e. k+x Φ1 and k+x Φ2) is quantified using the
Euclidean distance (ED), calculated as follows:

ED =

√√√√Nx∑
i=0

[
k+x Φ1,i − k+x Φ2,i

]2
. (4.15)

Figure 11 shows the k+x Φ lines of the topographical maps, DNS drag maps, and CNN
feature maps, and table 3 presents the calculated ED between the CNN feature map and
both the DNS drag map and the topographical map for all the sampled surfaces. For the
CNN feature map. k+x Φ closely resembles that of the DNS drag map, indicating that the
CNN feature map has similar dominant spatial patterns. Furthermore, we analyzed the
similarities in the peaks of k+x Φ. For example, in SGauss,1, the wavenumbers of the three
primary peaks of k+x Φ, identified by their highest values, are as follows: 0.084, 0.157,
and 0.099 for the DNS drag map; 0.147, 0.199, and 0.094 for the CNN feature map; and
0.052, 0.037, and 0.079 for the topographical map. Subsequently, the λ+

x values are 75.0,
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Figure 11: Streamwise-averaged k+x Φ profiles for each surface type, depicted using a
topographical map ( ), CNN feature map ( ), and DNS drag map ( ).

40.0, and 63.158 for the DNS drag map; 42.857, 31.579, and 66.667 for the CNN feature
map; and 120, 171.429, and 80.0 for the topographical map. This analysis suggests a
closer alignment in peak distribution between the DNS drag map and the CNN feature
map compared with that between the CNN feature map and the topographical map.
Thus, the critical patterns in both the CNN feature map and the DNS drag map exhibit
similar scales. Figure 12 shows the five predominant λ+

x values in the k+x Φ of the CNN
feature map, which closely aligns with the scale of the drag force pattern identified in the
DNS drag map. In the topographical map, these λ+

x values closely represent the distances
between adjacent peaks and the size of streamwise peaks, both of which are crucial in
influencing the pressure drag.
Additionally, we analyzed the two-dimensional premultiplied PSD (k+x k

+
z Φ), which are

shown in figure 13. The similarities of the patterns in the samples’ k+x k
+
z Φ were evaluated

using the SSIM and RMSE, as presented in table 4. This table indicates that, for all the
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Figure 12: Top five k+x Φ peak points λ+
x (λ+

x,1 ∼ λ+
x,5) identified in the CNN feature map

compared across the (a) CNN feature map, (b) DNS drag map, and (c) topographical map
for SGauss,1. The specific values for each λ+

x are as follows: λ+
x,1=42.857, λ+

x,2=31.579,

λ+
x,3=66.667, λ+

x,4=50.0, and λ+
x,5=35.294.

SGauss Spos SESx SESz

CNN - DNS 0.424 0.345 0.784 0.753
CNN - Topo 0.350 0.322 0.644 0.584
CNN - DNS 0.070 0.082 0.046 0.051
CNN - Topo 0.080 0.078 0.052 0.058

Table 4: Comparison of k+x k
+
z Φ using the average SSIM (top) and RMSE (bottom) of

three samples.

samples, the SSIM between the k+x k
+
z Φ of the DNS drag map and that of the CNN

feature map is higher than that between the k+x k
+
z Φ of the CNN feature map and that of

the topographical map, except for Spos,3. In terms of the RMSE, the values are generally
lower between the CNN feature maps and the DNS drag maps, except for Spos,1, Spos,2,
and SESx,2. Both the RMSE and SSIM metrics corroborate the findings from the k+x Φ
analysis, demonstrating a resemblance between the CNN feature maps and the DNS drag
maps. Figure 13 not only confirms the congruence of the CNN feature maps with the
DNS drag maps in terms of a high-intensity distribution but also highlights significant
similarities in this distribution with the topographical maps. For instance, the marked
boxes in SESx,1 of figure 13 show common distribution patterns between the DNS drag
and the CNN feature maps, and between the topographical and the CNN feature maps,
also capturing distributions common to all the maps. This underscores the capability of
the CNN model to extract dominant spatial features in surface topography and identify
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Figure 13: k+x k
+
z Φ of the topographical-, CNN feature-, and DNS drag maps, regarding

SGauss,1, Spos,1, SESx,1, and SESz,1. The marked box areas denote regions of similar
high-intensity distributions between the topographical maps and the CNN feature maps
(yellow boxes), between the DNS drag maps and the CNN feature maps (green boxes),
and across all three types of maps (red boxes).

the essential scales of spatial patterns for predicting ∆U+ over rough surfaces. Therefore,
we will extract the parts that affect drag from the topographical map to determine which
elements of the topographical map our CNN focuses on intensively to predict drag.

4.3. Topographical-characteristics-based analysis

We conducted an analysis using topographical characteristics maps, distinct from CNN
feature maps, to identify specific topographical characteristics captured by the CNN
model for predicting ∆U+. These maps, comprising a range of topographical elements,
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were combined with distinct weights and subsequently visualized. This combination
aimed to create a “composite map” resembling the CNN feature map, thereby elucidating
the topographical characteristics essential to the predictive accuracy of the model.
The foundation of this analysis lies in the topography-derived maps, which encompass

both the roughness height and the surface gradient map. The composite map comprises
six base maps: T t, T b, Tm, Gt

x, G
m
x , and Gb

x. Here, T denotes the topographical map,
and Gx, representing the gradient of T , is calculated as follows:

Gx =
∂T

∂x
≈ Tfw − Tbk

2∆x
, (4.16)

where Tfw and Tbk denote the forward and backward positions by one grid point on
the input map, respectively. The superscripts (t, b, and m) for T and Gx differentiate
the maps based on specific thresholds. For example, T t represents the values in the top
25% of all T values, T b identifies those in the bottom 25%, and Tm includes the values
between the bottom 25% and the top 25%.
We combined these base maps to create a composite map. This process involved

merging two base maps, resulting in nine additional combination maps: T tGt
x, T

tGb
x,

T tGm
x , TmGt

x, T
mGb

x, T
mGm

x , T bGt
x, T

bGb
x, and T bGm

x . For instance, T tGt
x represents

the integration of the top 25% of T values with the top 25% of gradient values from
Gx. These maps were standardized using equation 4.1. Subsequently, we determined the
optimal weights, wi (where i = 1, 2, ..., 15), to determine the most effective combination
ratio that reflects the CNN feature map. This was achieved using the following equation:

mc = w1T̃ t + w2T̃m + w3T̃ b + ...+ w15
˜T bGb

x, (4.17)

where mc represents the composite map created using the topographical characteristics
maps to resemble the CNN feature map. We used stochastic gradient descent for the
optimization of the weights (w1 to w15). This method iteratively refines the weights
using the least squares method, which measures the difference between mc and the CNN
feature maps. During each iteration, a subset of data is used to calculate the gradient
of the loss function with respect to w, guiding the adjustments required to better align
with the CNN feature map. The weight update follows the equation:

wnew = wold − η · ∇wL(wold), (4.18)

where wnew and wold are the updated and previous weight vectors, respectively, η is the
learning rate, and ∇wL(wold) is the gradient of the loss function L with respect to w at
the previous iteration.
Figure 14 shows the optimized weights for each topographical characteristics map.

According to this figure, the two most prominent surface features across various surface
types are T t and T tGt

x. Given that high roughness elements and positive gradients in
the streamwise direction significantly influence pressure drag, this analysis suggests that
the CNN model predominantly focuses on the topographical elements of rough surfaces
that induce pressure drag to predict ∆U+. This is consistent with the analysis in the
previous sections, where high values were distributed in the counterflow areas of roughness
elements.
Accordingly, the results discussed in this section corroborate the analyses presented in

the preceding section 4.1, demonstrating that our model primarily focuses on the peaks
of rough surfaces and the positive gradients of these peaks in the direction of fluid flow.
Therefore, given the close correlation between pressure drag for roughness heights larger
than the viscous sublayer and the frontal area of rough surfaces, our model focuses on
the pressure drag on rough surfaces. This analysis aligns with the findings of previous
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Figure 14: Optimized |w| values of the composite map for each surface sample: (a)
SGauss,1, (b) Spos,1, (c) SESx,1, and (d) SESz,1.

studies (Jouybari et al. 2022; Chung et al. 2021; Orlandi & Leonardi 2006), which have
shown that pressure drag significantly contributes to the total drag in a fully rough
regime. Additionally, the less precise distribution of CNN feature maps in planar areas of
rough surfaces or regions below the mean height indicates the limitations of the model in
addressing forces other than the pressure drag. Moreover, our model does not accurately
represent the force weakening in the shadowed areas of rough surfaces. In the following
section, we will explore drag prediction on surfaces with negative skewness, where the
pressure drag is not the predominant factor, unlike on other surfaces analyzed in previous
sections, to clarify the limitations of our model further.

4.4. Limitations in predicting negative-skw surfaces

Although our CNN model has proven effective in predicting ∆U+ based on the
mechanism of the drag inducement for SGauss, Spos, SESx

, and SESz
, it encounters

challenges in accurately predicting Sneg when compared with these surface types. As
indicated in table 1, the MAPE for Sneg is almost twice as high as that for the other
surfaces. More importantly, the similarity between the DNS drag maps and CNN feature
maps for Sneg is significantly lower than that for the other surface types (see figure 15).
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Figure 15: Visualization of the topographical, DNS drag, and CNN feature maps for
Sneg,1.

Figure 16: Visualization of the DNS drag and CNN feature maps on a topographical map
in 3D for Sneg,1.

Consequently, this section discusses these limitations and investigates the reasons behind
the reduced prediction accuracy and limited physics learnability for Sneg.

In the DNS drag maps of figure 15 and figure 16, the pits in the DNS map exhibit lower
values than the planes, whereas in the CNN feature map, the pits show higher values
than the planes. This occurs because the model fails to capture accurately the dominant
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Figure 17: k+x Φ profiles for Sneg, depicted using the topographical map ( ), CNN
feature map ( ), and DNS drag map ( ).

Figure 18: k+x k
+
z Φ of the topographical maps, CNN feature maps, and DNS drag

maps, regarding Sneg,1. The marked box areas denote regions of similar high-intensity
distributions between the topographical maps and the CNN feature maps (yellow boxes),
between the DNS drag maps and the CNN feature maps (green boxes), and across all
three types of maps (red boxes).

physics of turbulent drag on Sneg surfaces, primarily focusing on regions with positive
slopes and peaks while neglecting the plane and pit regions, similar to its performance
in predicting the drag on SGauss, Spos, SESx

, SESz
. Specifically, for Sneg, the average of

the absolute SSIM between the sampled topographical maps and the CNN feature maps
is 0.039, and that between the sampled DNS drag maps and the CNN feature maps is
0.058. These values are lower than the SSIM values between the CNN feature maps and
the DNS drag maps compared with other surface types, as shown in table 2, where the
average absolute SSIM for all types is 0.492.
According to the wavenumber domain analysis, Sneg shows a closer alignment of the

CNN feature map with the topographical map than with the DNS drag map unlike
other surface types (see figure 17). Specifically, the average ED between the sampled
topographical map and the CNN feature map was 3.920, which is smaller than the ED
between the sampled DNS drag map and the CNN feature map, which was 10.231. In
other words, the scale of spatial patterns in the CNN feature map of Sneg more closely
resembles that in the topographical map, diverging from the distributions observed in
the DNS drag map. This congruence is also evident in the k+x k

+
z Φ (see figure 18). These

results suggest that the CNN model did not accurately capture the spatial patterns for
Sneg, unlike other previously analyzed surface types.

From an examination of previous studies, the inaccurate prediction of Sneg can be
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attributed to several factors. According to Busse (2023), the ratio of the pressure drag
force (Fp) to the total drag force (Ftot), which includes both viscous and pressure drag
forces, is higher for surfaces with positive or zero-skw values than for those with negative-
skw values. Specifically, on surfaces with negative-skw values, characterized by planar
and pit features similar to our Sneg, the Fp/Ftot ratio is reported to be smaller than 0.3.
This suggests a relatively minor role of Fp in Ftot for Sneg compared with the surfaces with
zero or positive-skw values. The study by Flack & Schultz (2020b) explored the influence
of skewness on the drag of rough surfaces. The authors discovered that peak-dominant
surfaces, or rough surfaces with skw values ranging from zero to positive, induce a higher
drag compared with surfaces with negative-skw values. They proposed that the lower
drag induction on negative-skw surfaces is due to flow skimming over surface depressions.
Thus, the limited accuracy of the CNN model in predicting Sneg surfaces, coupled with its
diminished ability to capture physics beyond the pressure drag distribution, highlights
its limited focus on learning the pressure drag when predicting ∆U+ and its reduced
understanding of other factors influencing the total drag. Furthermore, the complex flow
phenomena inherent to Sneg, as described by Jiménez (2004), contribute to the challenges
of predicting and understanding the physics of Sneg. Surfaces with negative-skw values,
featuring grooves and classified as either k-type or d-type based on their groove aspect
ratio, exhibit complexities owing to recirculation vortices affecting the logarithmic layer
offset. These complexities highlight the limitations of both the CNN model and the
dataset in comprehensively understanding and learning the intricate flow dynamics of
Sneg.

5. Conclusion

This study demonstrates the effectiveness of CNNs in predicting ∆U+, a critical
parameter for evaluating turbulent drag on rough surfaces induced by fluid flow. The
key findings of this study include the following:

(i) Our developed CNN model predicts ∆U+ using only the rough surface topography
as input, eliminating the need for extracting surface parameters and manually selecting
them.
(ii) The feature map generated by our CNN model closely resembles the DNS drag

maps, which indicate the distribution of drag generated by a flow over a rough surface.
The model primarily identifies regions with high roughness elements. Additionally, it
focuses on positive slopes in the wall-normal direction of roughness elements, which are
linked with the frontal area of the rough surfaces and are strongly correlated with the
pressure drag. Consequently, the CNN feature map exhibits elongated patterns in the
spanwise direction, which are also observed in the DNS drag maps. Therefore, our model
predicts drag based on the main mechanism of the drag induced on rough surfaces, which
has positive or zero skewness.
(iii) Although our CNN model effectively predicts ∆U+ for surfaces where the pressure

drag is dominant, it exhibits diminished predictive accuracy for surfaces with negative
skewness, where the pressure drag is not the primary source of drag. Additionally, the
CNN feature map shows reduced similarity to the DNS drag maps for surfaces with
negative skewness. This underscores the limitations of the CNN model in capturing
the drag mechanisms of surfaces where pressure drag is not the predominant factor.
Additionally, flow phenomena other than pressure drag, such as the effects of shadowed
areas or recirculation vortices in negatively skewed surface pits, are not well captured.
Future studies should aim to improve the learnability of ANNs for complex physics of

drag on rough surfaces to enable more robust and accurate drag predictions across differ-
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GCSbase GCScoarse GCSfine

Ny 312 156 770
∆y+

min;∆y+
max 1.051; 8.283 1.051; 16.563 0.422; 3.375

Table 5: y-directional grid resolutions utilized in the grid convergence study. GCSbase
represents the grid resolution employed in this study, GCScoarse is a grid resolution half
that of GCSbase, and GCSfine is a grid resolution twice that of GCSbase.

ent surface types. This objective requires expanding the training dataset to encompass a
wider variety of rough surface patterns, such as k- and d-type negative skewness surfaces
and nonhomogeneous rough surfaces such as those introduced by Medjnoun & Vanderwel
(2018). Furthermore, considering that the rough surfaces in this study are comprised
solely of randomly arranged roughness elements, integrating data on surfaces with regular
arrangements into the dataset, as suggested by the study of Womack et al. (2022),
could enhance the diversity of the dataset. Additionally, developing a larger training
dataset is essential for utilizing feature extraction through the “vision transformer,”
which has recently demonstrated significant capabilities in computer vision. Moreover,
although this study primarily investigated surfaces increasing drag (∆U+ > 0), the
inclusion of surfaces that decrease drag (∆U+ < 0) under certain conditions, such as
riblets (Bechert et al. 1997; Garćıa-Mayoral 2011), could offer valuable insights into the
dynamics of rough surfaces. This strategy could assist in designing surfaces to minimize
drag, by employing machine-learning methods. Furthermore, based on this study, we
aim to develop a prediction model capable of visualizing drag distribution and instantly
predicting the flow drag generated on the surface by processing diverse images of rough
surfaces.
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Appendix A. Validation of the DNS solver

We employed the same resolution criteria as those reported in Jouybari et al. (2021)
and Yuan (2014). We validated the grid convergence of the DNS solver by halving and
doubling the y grid numbers used in this study. The grid numbers and resolutions
utilized in this grid convergence test are summarized in table 5. Figure 19 illustrates
the mean velocity profile in the x-direction for each grid resolution. When GCSfine is
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Figure 19: Mean streamwise velocity profile of each different grid resolution:
, GCSbase; , GCScoarse; , GCSfine.

considered as the ground truth, the absolute percentage errors at yref are 0.969% for
GCSbase and 0.808% for GCScoarse.

Appendix B. Architectural features of the CNN model

The architecture of our model was designed to include several important features. First,
it utilizes a residual network (ResNet) framework, as proposed by He et al. (2016), which
is extensively employed to address the vanishing gradient problem. Second, it adopts
periodic boundary padding to reflect the periodic boundary condition used in DNS,
ensuring consistency between the simulation and the model input. Third, the architecture
uses GAP to create a feature map that effectively emphasizes critical areas on the rough
surface that are important for predicting ∆U+. Finally, it features a parallel structure
with various kernel sizes to improve the ability of the model to detect features of rough
surfaces at different scales.

The ResNet architecture incorporates skip connections, which create direct pathways
to previous layers, effectively addressing the vanishing gradient problem. This problem
involves the diminishing gradients of the loss function during the training of deep neural
networks, leading to minimal parameter updates. The skip connections mitigate this issue
by ensuring a consistent and effective flow of gradients throughout the network.

GAP, as outlined by Zhou et al. (2016), is crucial for generating a two-dimensional
feature map that highlights significant regions in the data, thereby aiding the decision-
making processes of the CNN. By employing this pooling method, our CNN constructs
a feature map that significantly contributes to the prediction of ∆U+ from the input
rough surface. This representation, termed a “CNN feature map” in this study, indicates
significant areas on rough surfaces utilized by our CNN model for drag prediction.
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Figure 20: Illustration of augmentation via mirroring. (a) Original surface and (b)
mirrored counterpart along the streamwise axis.

Figure 21: Partitioning of dataset into training, validation, and test subsets.

Appendix C. Data preprocessing

C.1. Data augmentation

Hydrodynamically smooth surfaces, denoted as Ssmooth, were included to enhance the
diversity of the dataset. As U+

R in equation 2.6 equals U+
S for these surfaces, the resulting

∆U+ is consistently zero. This allowed us to create a smooth surface dataset without
using additional DNS.
Furthermore, the dataset was expanded by reflecting surfaces along the x-axis. This

mirrored surface retains its original∆U+ value, making it suitable for augmentation. This
strategy effectively doubles the dataset size without requiring additional computations.
Figure 20 illustrates the original and mirrored surfaces.

C.2. Data partitioning

The expanded dataset of topographical maps was divided into training, validation,
and test sets in the proportions of 60%, 20%, and 20%, respectively, as illustrated
in figure 21. To optimize model training and minimize biases, the rough surfaces and
their corresponding ∆U+ values were randomly shuffled. This procedure ensured an
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even distribution of data throughout the CNN training phase. All the data were then
standardized using equation 4.1, based on the mean and variance of the training dataset.

Appendix D. Optimization of hyperparameters

The optimization of hyperparameters is essential for improving the performance of
ANNs. A thorough analysis of these parameters was performed to refine the CNN model.
Bayesian optimization (BO) was employed for this purpose. BO uses a probabilistic model
to predict the performance of the objective function, enabling an efficient exploration of
the hyperparameter space. This method is particularly beneficial in scenarios involving
high-dimensional optimization, where exhaustive searches are computationally infeasible.
In this study, the hyperparameters optimized for the CNN model through BO include
Nb = 3 and Nf = 48, where Nf represents the number of filters, and Nb denotes the
number of ResNet blocks.
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